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Auto3D is a tool that automatically creates red and blue filter images from a single digital image. It is really fast and works great. There are several settings. ￭ Grid Size to hold the images for processing. ￭ Depth Range - 3 to 99. ￭ Set Warp - +-24. ￭ Set Shift - +-6. ￭ Color Cues to use. ￭ Stereoscopic Cues to use. ￭ Smoothing Blur to use. ￭ Added Depth - to add another level. The images
are processed in the following order. ￭ Screen ￭ Red - Blue ￭ Red + Blue ￭ Red - Blue + Blue ￭ Red + Blue + Blue ￭ 4 ￭ 4 ￭ 4 ￭ 4 ￭ 4 The same is true for this movie. The depth cue, color cues, the grid size, the size of the image, and the shift and warp are all the same. To create an anaglyph, rename the file to remove the extension - Anaglyph Here is a fully processed screen shot. Full grid

size - All 4 images on the grid are visible. Good - Grid Size 4 Auto3D is a great tool. Here are the results from original image: Full grid size - All 4 images are visible. Here is the final image. The author: AndyWho will pick up where they left off? Last year, New Orleans Saints running back Khiry Robinson began to show signs that he’d be a major contributor as a return man in 2017.
Robinson caught 10 passes on 18 targets for 108 yards and a touchdown on punt and kick returns. He also had a 57-yard punt return that was called back due to a block in the back. Robinson had 52 punt returns for 461 yards in 2016 and 614 return yards in 2015. Robinson turned in a 4.39 40-yard dash, which is the top time among running backs in the 2017 NFL Combine, according to

NFL.com. The Saints, who had to use a first-round pick on Alvin Kamara last year, look to have a capable complement at the running back position with Robinson. After being released by the Cincinnati Bengals, Robinson was
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Auto3D converts a picture to a'red-blue' anaglyph. The original picture can be in any format supported by Autorotate2D. Make sure you save the Anaglyph with a different name from the original image. Auto3D will automatically convert a picture into an Anaglyph if it does not contain a 'color wheel' or if it does contain a color wheel. A color wheel is a circular object that is used to separate
colors into 3 concentric colored areas - red, green and blue. Auto3D will also convert a picture into an anaglyph if it is smaller than 300x300 pixels and has an index of color. If your image is larger than 300x300 pixels or does not contain an index of color, Auto3D will take a low resolution picture and generate a high resolution anaglyph from it. ￭ The low resolution image will be saved in a
folder titled Low Res Image ￭ The high resolution anaglyph will be saved in a folder titled High Res Anaglyph ￭ The index of color will be saved in a folder titled Index of Color ￭ The low resolution picture will be resized to 300x300 pixels and named with an extension of LowRes.jpg (300x300) The high resolution anaglyph will be resized to 4000x2000 pixels and named with an extension
of Anaglyph.jpg (4000x2000) The index of color will be resized to 400x400 pixels and named with an extension of Index.jpg (400x400) ￭ The low resolution image can be in any of the supported formats: jpg, jpeg, png, gif ￭ The high resolution anaglyph can be in any of the supported formats: jpg, jpeg, png, gif ￭ The index of color can be in any of the supported formats: jpg, jpeg, png, gif
Auto3D Basics: ￭ There is a color wheel that is used to separate colors into 3 concentric colored areas ￭ The color wheel is a circular object that is used to separate colors into 3 concentric colored areas - red, green and blue ￭ There is an index of color that is used to differentiate the main colors in a picture - red, green

What's New in the Auto3D?

Auto3D is a little software application that allows you to convert any supported picture into a red-blue Anaglyph. Auto3D is a simple Anaglyph creation tool (Formerly RHS2D23D) that will automatically convert a 2D image into an Anaglyph with up to 5 depth levels based on the images visual elements. Auto3D is automatic - all you do is select the image to convert. Make sure you save the
Anaglyph with a different name from the original image. The Added Depth option lets you add more depth to the Anaglyph. Use the Grain tool to alter the seperation points where the depths meet (Grain tool is a menu item). Some images will work much better than others with this process. There is no resize so do not try images larger than your screen, but images that arn't small - over
300x300 - can look nice Using Smere, Warp, and Added Depth can create better Anaglyphs, but it takes longer to process Use the grain tool to adjust depths to match picture historgam. The histogram will be available after you make an anaglyph. You have the option of selecting the depth cue. The Cues: ￭ RGB a general purpose cue giving ok results in most cases ￭ UTI a cue based on visual
percption ￭ Red, Yellow, Green, Cyan, Blue, and Magenta are color cues ￭ Luminosity a brightness cue ￭ Saturation a color strength cue You have the option of selecting a smoothing blur Blurs: ￭ None no blur ￭ Smere an averaging blur ￭ Blur the standard blur ￭ Median a median blur ￭ Mean a mean blur ￭ Max a discrete step blur You have the option of sellecting to warp for further
smoothness: ￭ Warp ranges from 1 to 100 - a subtle smoothing process ￭ Add Depth ranges from -12 to 12 - allows you to add more depth to an image - a bad setting can tear an image apart ￭ Set Warp and Shift allows you to set your own values for warp and shift. Default Warp value = 24. Warp is off by default Default Shift value = 6. Shift is off by default Auto3D Description: Auto3D is
a little software application that allows you to convert any supported picture into a red-blue Anaglyph. Auto3D is a simple Anaglyph creation tool (Formerly RHS2D23D) that will automatically convert a
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System Requirements For Auto3D:

OS: Windows 7/8 (64-bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 4 GB Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9800 GX2 / AMD Radeon HD 5770 (512MB or higher) Storage: 700MB minimum Minimum: Storage: 700MB
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